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Building Community
Whether you consider yourself an introvert, extrovert, or somewhere in
between, fostering a community of people you can rely on and that can
depend on you is essential to the human experience.
In an age of constant communication,
many people still find themselves
feeling lonely and disconnected.
Here are some ways to make
connections that go beyond the screen:
» Find common ground.
One way to foster community is by
actually joining one. What is something
you are interested in or enjoy doing? Are
you a reader or a gamer? Do you knit
or bake or fly drones? Finding a group
that is made up of people with similar
interests means you have a built-in
topic of conversation. And this common
ground may provide just what you need
to grow your community.
» Make and keep plans.
At a time when ghosting has become
far too common, consider the impact
it can have to make and keep plans
with a friend or group of friends. And

ben’s
friends
Quotes to Live By

when you are together, put away your
phone and make every effort to be in
the moment as you catch up, making
eye contact while you listen and sharing
your life updates.
» Serve those in your life.
Coworkers, neighbors, the barista at
your favorite coffee shop—consider
the people that are already in your life.
Are there ways you could show them
you value them? Connect with your
neighbor and be sure they know you’re
available to help shovel snow, mow their
lawn, or take in their mail if needed.
Serving those around you provides a
natural connection.
Being willing to be in the lives of others
takes some vulnerability and some
others-first thinking. But it can make a
huge impact on your life and the people
in your life.

Direct Mail,
Direct Results
Get the response you’re
looking for with quality,
intentional direct mail.
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“You may find the worst
enemy or best friend in
yourself.”

“Our lives begin to end
the day we become silent
about things that matter.”

“Our character is not
defined in the good times,
but in the hard times.”

— ENGLISH PROVERB

— MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.

— PAUL BRODIE

The Freedom Trail, Boston, Mass.
Tangible history is the name of the game for those who walk the Freedom
Trail in Boston.

Doug Suereth & Scott Gass
Owners

Direct Mail

As a business owner, one of
the best ways I have found to
nurture those valuable customer
relationships is through
consistent direct-mail marketing.
If you are hoping to strengthen
already-existing relationships,
or even remind marginal
customers that you appreciate
their business while encouraging
them to continue thinking of your
company, a direct-mail plan is
vital. Our printing firm specializes
in helping you get your foot
in the door to ensure strong
customer relationships. Ask us
what we can do for you!

Over 250 years of history come alive
on this red-lined route that winds its
way past 16 historically significant
sites. Boston serves as the birthplace
of the American
Revolution. So,
it’s fitting that in
1951 the citizens
of Boston decided
to establish and
dedicate the
Freedom Trail to
the preservation
of the unique
museums,
meeting houses,
burial sites, and
other historic markers that shaped the
United States.
Visitors hoping to walk on these historic
grounds are encouraged to purchase
tour tickets. Several engaging tours
are offered throughout the calendar
year, each with a different focus. These
90-minute walks, led by guides in

18th-century costumes, bring to life the
stories of African-American patriots,
pirates, and women of the revolution,
while offering glimpses of the important
sites in different
areas of the city.
While certain tours
are only available
during specific
months, the Walk
Into History tour is
offered daily and
provides visitors
with a look at 11 of
the Freedom Trail
historic sites.
Visitors are also welcome to wind their
way through the sites on self-guided
tours or book a private custom tour for a
more personal experience.
Time in the Boston area deserves
a walk on the Freedom Trail. Visit
www.thefreedomtrail.org for sample
itineraries and information about
booking tours.

Get Out in the Garden
Here are a few reasons to get your hands dirty:
» No focus necessary. Perhaps one of the best reasons to garden is the ease of
it. Weeding and watering can be done without much focus, allowing your mind
and body to decompress.
» Increased flexibility. Lowering yourself to the ground, bending and stretching
to weed and plant—all sure to get your body moving and increase flexibility.
» Mycobacterium vaccae. What is it, you ask? It’s a beneficial bacteria that
is found in soil that can help stabilize your mood, strengthen your immune
system, and promote better sleep. And you don’t even have to dig to
experience the benefits—just breathing the air in the garden can do the trick.
» Being outside. Whether you plant row upon row or simply pots on your patio,
the time spent outdoors absorbing vitamin D and breathing fresh air can help
reset your mind and fuel your body.
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Truths About Direct-Mail Marketing
Whether you’ve been using direct-mail marketing for years or you’ve been
hesitant to start a campaign, here are some encouraging things to know.
» Perhaps one of the most compelling
reasons to consider direct-mail
advertising is the decrease in mailbox
competition. With so many companies
turning to digital marketing, mailboxes
just aren’t as full. Your message is more
likely to be seen and considered.
» A direct-mail campaign can be
targeted in so many different ways,
allowing you to get your message into
the most profitable hands. Whether
your company will benefit from mailing
to a certain demographic or a specific
geographic area, there are many tools
to help you reach the right people.

» Not only is direct mail tangible, but it
is also retainable. Consider the staying
power of a printed coupon or special
offer mailed directly to your customers
or prospective customers. Such offers
will get hung on the refrigerator or set
in a specific place to be used when the
need arises.
Your creativity is the only limit on your
next direct-mail campaign. Our team
is ready to take the ideas you have for
reaching your customers and make
them a reality. Give us a call today!

Gutenberg’s Army©

Luggage
Storage Where
You Need It
One of the hassles of traveling can
be what to do with your luggage
if your transportation and hotel
check-in times don’t coincide.
Bounce offers a solution through
its network of storage options
in large cities across the United
States with hopes to expand to
more states and other countries
soon. Bounce works by making
use of dedicated storage areas in
dry cleaners, restaurants, cafes,
etc. in locations throughout each
host city. Customers can book their
spot online, show up during that
location’s hours of operation, drop
off their luggage, and head out to
enjoy the city!

Top Ten

trivia

1. Which country consumes the
most chocolate per capita?
2. What is a duel between three
people called?
3. Which two U.S. states don’t
observe daylight savings time?

1. Facebook
2. Facebook Messenger
3. WhatsApp Messenger
4. Instagram
5. Snapchat
6. Skype
7. TikTok
8. UC Browser
9. YouTube
10. Twitter

4. What was the first toy to be
advertised on television?
1) Switzerland 2) Truel 3) Arizona and Hawaii
4) Mr. Potato Head
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» Space shuttle Atlantis docks with the
Mir space station.
» Buffy the Vampire Slayer premieres.

» Paul McCartney is knighted by Queen
Elizabeth II.
» Comet Hale-Bopp reaches its closest
approach to Earth.
» Baseball honors Jackie Robinson by
retiring #42 for all MLB teams.
» Netflix is founded by Marc Randolph
and Reed Hasting as an online DVD
rental business.

» Madeleine Albright becomes the
first U.S. female secretary of state.
» With eight franchises, the WNBA
has its inaugural season.

Follow us on Facebook

» Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone is published.
» Greg Maddux throws a complete
game with just 76 pitches.
» Diana, Princess of Wales, dies in a
car crash in a road tunnel in Paris.

As part of our dedication to the
environment, we offer electronic
proofs online to reduce paper waste
and a PDF workflow to reduce
production time.

The year was 1997.

» The PalmPilot is released.
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